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When we search for a location in any search engine we get all possible outcomes . The process thereby
continues wherein when a user searches in the search engine, the search result along with the user details goes
and hits the server. To prevent the user details to be protected so that only the latitude and longitude of the user
is known to the server, the server gives the possible nearest locations related to search. This in-turn assures data
and location privacy along with query privacy. Location privacy is a vital concept that prevents the user’s
location without revealing to the third party, where information of the mobile user may be noted. For example,
finding a location using spatial queries the GPS show (where you are and where you are next to). If someone
knows where you are, they will give you the dummy location or you may be followed unknown person who
wants to know what you were doing. We propose a (KNN) approximate k nearest neighbor queries that
provides the location and query based privacy, k nearest points of interest (POIs) ensures the current location
and user pick where they need to go. Private Information Retrieval(allow user to retrieve information in the
server without revealing what information is taken from the server) method gives us the privacy using Paillier
public-key cryptosystem which encrypt the location and queries where the third party has no idea about your
intention, even LBS can’t know. The proposed solutions provide a basic and generic solution, where basic
solution allows user to pick one of the POIs without revealing to the LBS provider. RSA algorithm is used to
process the sequential of queries simultaneously and query privacy.


